Enhancing Situational Awareness

Tools to Fight the “New Slavery”

skyregional
How many hours do you spend checking regulations?

How many manuals are referenced before decisions are made?

How many emails and meetings?
Training + Instinct = Enhanced Situational Awareness
Do you feel like your crew fully understands managerial duties?

Can you fully relate to the life and work of your crew?
Are you an influencer?

What piece of the puzzle are you missing to bridge job to purpose?
Knowledge vs. Misconception
In class format
Recognize perpetrator behavior
Recognize victim traits
What to report to authorities
Remember to S.L.A.M.
  Stop
  Look
  Assess
  Manage
12% increase in proactive reporting

18% increase in crew responsiveness to company initiatives

7% increase in passenger recognition of crew efforts
of crew who participated in training emailed us in response to this training.
Situational Awareness
Human Trafficking Training is PURPOSE DRIVEN to combat a global phenomenon
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